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Summary
We are not satisfied that the case for abolition of corroboration has been made.


Arguments to the effect that it is an ancient rule and out of keeping with
developments in evidence in the 21st century do not make the case for
abolition. If anything, improvements in CCTV techniques, DNA analysis, etc
suggest that it may be easier to acquire corroboration than hitherto.



The argument that other jurisdictions do not have corroboration, and therefore
Scotland is ‘out of line’, also adds little; there is no corroboration requirement
as such in England, but it is our understanding that prosecutors routinely look
for corroboration and do not generally prosecute without it.



Fact-finders (whether judges or jurors) will in practice seek some further piece
of evidence which confirms or supports a complainer’s version of events.
Abolishing the corroboration requirement is likely to raise false hope in victims
of sexual assaults that their cases will result in conviction.



We have had piecemeal tinkering: once it was recognised that those being
detained and interviewed by the police had a right to legal advice, the period
of detention was doubled and the abolition of corroboration proposed. To offset this, it is now proposed that the jury majority be changed. The Law
Commission, or other specially appointed body, should be asked to evaluate
the criminal process as a whole (trial and pre-trial; laws of procedure and of
evidence), and to consider whether it strikes an appropriate balance between
the rights of accused persons, and the wider public interest in preventing
crime and securing that those guilty of breaking the criminal law are convicted
and punished.



If corroboration is to be abolished as a general requirement, an exception
should be made for certain forms of visual identification evidence, and for
confession evidence. Dock identification should no longer be permitted unless
the witness has made a positive identification of the accused on an earlier
occasion. Legislation should provide that evidence may be led from experts in
the field of identification, in appropriate cases.

We can supply papers we have co-authored on some of these points, if this would be
of assistance to the Committee:
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1. P. R Ferguson and F.E. Raitt, “A Clear and Coherent Package of Reforms?
The Scottish Government consultation paper on the Carloway Report" 2012
Criminal Law Review, 909-926
2. F.P. Davidson and P.R. Ferguson, “The corroboration requirement in Scottish
criminal trials: Should it be retained for some forms of problematic evidence?”
2014 International Journal of Evidence and Proof (forthcoming).
Since it seems likely that corroboration will be abolished as a general requirement,
we focus in this note on the argument that it should continue to be a requirement for
two types of particularly problematic evidence, namely for visual identification and
confession evidence.
(a) Eyewitness identification evidence: Identification may not be an issue at trial,
for example, where an accused is pleading self-defence to an assault or homicide
charge, or consent in a rape trial, but where it is at issue, a distinction may be made
between cases in which the accused is well-known to the victim, and the
circumstances are such that there was ample opportunity for the witness to see the
perpetrator, and those cases in which identification rests on less solid foundations. In
the former case, the veracity of the witness may still be in doubt – a witness who
states categorically that her husband punched her; that she saw her neighbour
trampling her prize roses; or that her boss forced her to have sexual intercourse may
be lying, but if she is telling the truth then it is unlikely that her identification of the
perpetrator is mistaken. In contrast to this, where a witness and perpetrator were not
acquainted before the incident, then it is far more likely that even an honest
complainer may be mistaken. In such cases, miscarriages of justice can and do
occur. Likewise, where the witness caught but a ‘fleeting glance’ of the perpetrator,
misidentification may occur, even when the accused is someone to whom the
witness is well known. The Scottish courts have recognised the problematic nature of
such evidence, indeed it has been stated that where a prosecution depends on
eyewitness identification, ‘the risk of a miscarriage of justice is notorious.’1 This
echoes the view of the Criminal Law Revision Committee in England, who regarded
‘mistaken identification as by far the greatest cause of actual or possible wrong
convictions’.2 Research from the USA similarly suggests that that mistaken
identifications account for more miscarriages of justice than all other causes
combined.3
Wrongful convictions may result from two types of eye-witness identification errors.
Even when observers have a perfect view of an event or person, they interpret rather
than straightforwardly record what they are seeing,4 while their memory of what they
have seen is unconsciously adapted over time.5 Thus there may, for example, be a
tendency to persuade oneself that a person one sees is actually someone whom one
knows, while in one’s memory of that event the individual perceived becomes more
and more like that person.6 Moreover, while it is commonly supposed that an
individual is more likely to recall an event vividly and accurately if it is especially
traumatic, the reverse is actually true.7 It is also the case that the prejudices of the
witness may significantly distort perception,8 and, even when not prejudiced,
observers are much less accurate when identifying members of racial groups
different to their own.9 A second error may occur when the fact-finder, particularly if
this is a jury, assesses the identification evidence and affords it more weight than it
merits, since juries tend to place great weight on identification evidence.10 Their faith
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in such evidence may often be misplaced, but it is usually difficult to assess whether
the confidence of a witness in making a positive identification is well founded, 11 and
since such witnesses tend to be absolutely certain of the truth of what they are
saying, cross-examination is rarely an effective means of testing the value of such
evidence.
The problems of identification evidence are compounded in Scotland since we still
permit dock identification of the accused as the perpetrator of a crime. Sometimes
the purpose of this is simply to confirm that the person in the dock is indeed the
person whom the witness has previously identified. However, dock identification can
take a different form, where a witness has not previously been asked to make an
identification at an identification parade. The appeal court has recognised that this
type of dock identification is open to criticism12 and has stressed that trial judges
should normally instruct juries on its dangers.13 These can include the fact that the
witness is identifying someone they saw only once, perhaps some considerable time
previously, that dock identification lacks the safeguards inherent in an identification
parade, and that the accused is indeed sitting in the dock. (As a former prosecutor,
one of us has had the experience of witnesses identifying the accused as the
perpetrator solely on the basis that they assume the person in the dock must be the
person who ‘did it’.) If a trial judge omits to warn a jury of these dangers, this will not
necessarily lead to a conviction being overturned. Some years ago the Departmental
Committee on Criminal Procedure in Scotland in its Second Report suggested that
identification parades should replace dock identification, and that the latter should
not be competent where the witness had failed to identify the accused at a parade. 14
This was not acted upon, and the appeal court has rejected the argument that it is
unfair to allow a witness to identify the person in the dock as the perpetrator, even
where there was effectively only one person who could be identified, the court having
been cleared.15 Several other appeal court decisions have upheld the acceptability of
dock identification. This is a practice which ought to cease.
Given the risk of miscarriages of justice, trial judges should direct juries on the
problematic nature of identification evidence, generally. However, precisely what a
trial judge says in this connection is a matter for his or her discretion. In England,
where a case rests on disputed identification evidence, the trial judge has to warn
the jury of the need for caution before convicting on the basis of such evidence,
explaining how it can be inaccurate, and making reference to its strengths and
weaknesses in the case in question.16 Similar views have been expressed in other
Commonwealth jurisdictions.17
Moreover, the Scottish jury will not have the benefit of expert evidence on the
dangers of mis-identification. The High Court has ruled against the admissibility of
such evidence. This lack of expert assistance, coupled with the tendency, noted
above, of juries to set particular store by such evidence, makes it doubtful how much
impact judicial warnings have.18 In this context, the fact that juries tend to be
convinced by such evidence means that the requirement of a two-thirds majority in
favour of a guilty verdict – as proposed in the current Bill – is unlikely to represent
much of a safeguard. Indeed the studies regarding the dangers of this type of
evidence have all occurred in jurisdictions where similar safeguards are already in
place.
An example of how reliance on such evidence can lead to miscarriages of justice is
found in an American case where a man served 14 years’ imprisonment for a crime
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he did not commit, ultimately being acquitted on the basis of DNA evidence:
‘Though … the rape victim … spent more than forty-five minutes with
her attacker in her brightly lit home, spoke to him face-to-face, and
took special care during the attack to make careful observations and
notes in her mind of all the attacker’s identifying characteristics, …
[she] identified the wrong man in a photographic identification, in a
line-up, and at trial. She claimed to be “100% certain” of her
identifications on all three occasions.’ 19
It has been suggested that corroboration of eyewitness identification ought to be
required in the USA.20 It would be ironic if Scotland were to dismantle this important
safeguard at a time when other jurisdictions are considering its reintroduction.
As it currently operates, however, corroboration offers little safeguard in cases
involving visual identification evidence. Lord Justice-General Emslie summarised the
approach of the Scottish Courts: ‘where one starts with an emphatic positive
identification by one witness then very little else is required. That little else must of
course be evidence which is consistent in all respects with the positive identification
evidence’.21 In other words, it is not necessary that at least two witnesses positively
identify the accused as the perpetrator. If one witness does so, the requirements of
corroboration are met if another witness testifies that the accused has the same build
as the perpetrator,22 or is the same height and has the same hair colour as the
perpetrator.23 It was enough in one case that the corroborating witness indicated that
the accused resembled the perpetrator in terms of basic looks.24 In one case the
corroborating witnesses picked out the accused at an identification parade as
resembling the man she had seen in terms of build, hair colour and hair length. She
had also picked out another individual as resembling the man she had seen, yet the
court saw this as no barrier to her evidence having corroborative effect.25
There is also the issue of how positive the primary identification evidence, which is
corroborated by the ‘weak’ identification evidence, has to be. It is clear that the
witness does not have to be entirely certain that the accused is the perpetrator. It
amounts to a positive identification if a witness says that the accused is ‘very like’’
the person they saw.26 The same is true if one witness testifies to being ‘80%’, and
another to being ‘75%’ sure that the accused is the person they saw.27 It can be
appreciated then that the retention of the corroboration requirement as it currently
operates would not offer much of a safeguard in quite a number of cases. The
central problem with visual identification evidence is related to its very nature. No
doubt in broad terms the more witnesses who can identify an accused, the more
likely it is that the identification will prove to be accurate, but given that such
evidence is often inherently suspect because of the factors mentioned above, the
mere extent of visual identification evidence is no guarantee of accuracy. It may
therefore be necessary to concentrate on improving the quality of identification
evidence through such devices as the guidelines provided for the authorities under
Code D of the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 in England. The Bill represents
an opportunity to strengthen aspects of the law of evidence. In 2004, Parliament
recognised the legitimacy of admitting expert psychological or psychiatric testimony.
It is suggested that a similar provision could be enacted which would allow evidence
to be led from experts in the field of identification, in appropriate cases. Rather than
trial judges merely warning of the dangers of accepting uncorroborated identification
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evidence, such testimony could explain the inherent unreliability of the human
memory in certain types of situations.
(b) Confession evidence: The second area where consideration might be given to
the retention of a corroboration requirement relates to evidence of an extra-judicial
confession. While Scotland is unique in retaining a general corroboration
requirement, it is not the only jurisdiction to have a requirement in relation to
confessions. Most US states maintain such a requirement. According to the US
Supreme Court, the foundation of this
‘lies in a long history of judicial experience with confessions and in
the realization that sound law enforcement requires police
investigations which extend beyond the words of the accused.
Confessions may be unreliable because they are coerced or induced,
and although separate doctrines exclude involuntary confessions
from consideration by the jury, … further caution is warranted
because the accused may be unable to establish the involuntary
nature of his statement. Moreover, though a statement may not be
“involuntary” within the meaning of this exclusionary rule, still its
reliability may be suspect if it is extracted from one who is under the
pressure of a police investigation – whose words may reflect the
strain and confusion attending his predicament rather than a clear
reflection of his past.’28
It is impossible to assess how frequently false confessions are made,29 but there is
ample evidence that they do occur,30 and one study has found that almost a quarter
of all wrongful convictions in the USA may be attributable to false confessions. 31
Quite apart from the situation where the suggested confession was never in fact
made,32 individuals do make false confessions for all manner of reasons.33 As the
Royal Commission on Criminal Justice observed,34
(i)

people may make false confessions entirely voluntarily as a
result for a morbid desire for publicity or notoriety;35 or to relieve
feelings of guilt about a real or imagined previous
transgression;36 or because they cannot distinguish between
reality and fantasy;

(ii)

a suspect may confess from a desire to protect someone else
from interrogation and prosecution;

(iii)

people may see a prospect of immediate advantage from
confessing37 ( e.g. an end to questioning or release from the
police station38) . . . and

(iv)

people may be persuaded temporarily by the interrogators that
they really have done the act in question…39

In our view, Scotland ought to retain the requirement of corroboration in relation to
confessions.
In practice, a confession can almost corroborate itself, in the sense that corroboration
can be found in the fact that the circumstances of the crime coincide with the
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confession. This approach might be seen to make perfect sense in cases like Manuel
v HM Advocate40 where the confession revealed details which only the perpetrator
could know: where the victim’s body and certain items of her clothing could be found.
He then led the police to the body itself. In such a case, the concern that the
confession might be fabricated is largely absent. However, the approach also seems
to prevail when there is no such safeguard; it is no bar to conviction that the
coincidence of the details of a confession with those of the crime providing
corroboration are largely in the public domain,41 nor that while some of its points
coincide with the details of the crime, others are actually at odds with those details.42
It is apparent, then that the safeguard provided by the insistence that a confession
must be corroborated has been significantly weakened, in practice. Special
knowledge confessions can corroborate when the knowledge revealed is not so
special, in that it is shared by many or could have been acquired other than by being
the perpetrator of the crime. Indeed, a special knowledge confession can still
corroborate even if parts of it are entirely inaccurate. To say that such matters are
capable of being weighed by the jury is especially problematic, since it seems that
juries are particularly impressed by confessions,43 thus the chances of being
acquitted in such circumstances are very low,44 especially as judges in Scotland do
not routinely warn juries of the dangers of relying on uncorroborated confessions, as
happens in certain other jurisdictions.45 In contrast to identification evidence, the
courts are more open to the admissibility of expert evidence in relation to the
reliability of confessions. Thus experts can be heard on such matters as an
accused's peculiar susceptibility to pressure when questioned by the police,46 and
the likelihood that several people who heard a confession being made would be able
to recall it in almost identical terms.47 However, special circumstances must be
present before expert evidence may be admitted.
It is recommended that Parliament should signal the continuing importance of
corroboration in this area by retaining the requirement. For example, legislation could
provide that:
‘A confession requires to be corroborated by evidence
independent of the confession, except where the confession
reveals special knowledge of the crime, the only reasonable
explanation of which is that the accused was the perpetrator.’
Provision could also be made for expert testimony to be admitted, to explain to jurors
that not all ‘confessions’ are genuine. Without such expert evidence to guide them,
juries will struggle to fathom why an innocent person would confess to a crime.
Simply requiring a two-thirds majority in favour of a guilty verdict is unlikely to provide
any real safeguard, and certainly nowhere near as secure a safeguard as a proper
corroboration requirement.
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